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Wonderful
The Duke of Jervaulx was brilliant and dangerous.
Considered dissolute, reckless, and extravagant, he
was transparently referred to as the ′D of J′ in scandal
sheets, where he and his various exploits featured
with frequency. But sometimes the most womanising
rake can be irresistible, and even his most casual
attentions fascinated the sheltered Maddy Timms,
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quiet daughter of a simple mathematician.

The Gemel Ring
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
comes the first novel in the beloved Regency-set
world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton family,
now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix. In
the ballrooms and drawing rooms of Regency London,
rules abound. From their earliest days, children of
aristocrats learn how to address an earl and curtsey
before a prince—while other dictates of the ton are
unspoken yet universally understood. A proper duke
should be imperious and aloof. A young, marriageable
lady should be amiable…but not too amiable. Daphne
Bridgerton has always failed at the latter. The fourth
of eight siblings in her close-knit family, she has
formed friendships with the most eligible young men
in London. Everyone likes Daphne for her kindness
and wit. But no one truly desires her. She is simply
too deuced honest for that, too unwilling to play the
romantic games that captivate gentlemen. Amiability
is not a characteristic shared by Simon Basset, Duke
of Hastings. Recently returned to England from
abroad, he intends to shun both marriage and
society—just as his callous father shunned Simon
throughout his painful childhood. Yet an encounter
with his best friend’s sister offers another option. If
Daphne agrees to a fake courtship, Simon can deter
the mamas who parade their daughters before him.
Daphne, meanwhile, will see her prospects and her
reputation soar. The plan works like a charm—at first.
But amid the glittering, gossipy, cut-throat world of
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London’s elite, there is only one certainty: love
ignores every rule This novel includes the 2nd
epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

My Something Wonderful
Mysterious necromancers. Wicked summoners. Fierce
witches. Occasional familiars. Military experiments.
Secret councils. Forbidden alliances. The Academy of
Ancients will suck you in. Briar Shroud has gone from
foster child to full scholarship at the Academy of
Ancients. Cool, right? Not quite. Her upperclassman
mentor Zachary sucks. He's hot, but he sucks at being
a mentor. And a friend. And a person. Her roommate's
a paranormal, and the whole school is underground
and a secret. Know what else is bad? Briar learns
she's a witch. And a rare type of witch, to boot. It
went from bad to worse—a picture of a sister she's
never heard of appears at the school. A sister she
knows nothing about. And the rules seem hellbent on
keeping Briar from learning the truth. And sometimes,
it seems other forces would rather not see her alive.
Warning: This series will hook you! Violence can be
found in this series of action-packed fantasy, with
necromancers, summoners, and badass witches.

The Iron Earl
The Beloved One
England & Scotland, 1668 - Kendra Chase is caught in
a compromising embrace with a dashing, mysterious
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highwayman. Will her brothers really insist she marry
him?

The Wolf Duke
A scarred lady, living in the outskirts of society. A
hardened rogue brought up from the worst of
humanity. One seeks revenge. One seeks redemption.
Neither is prepared for a love that will defy all odds. A
scarred lady, living in the fringes. Lady Alton knows
she doesn’t fit into polite society. Her scars
determined that long ago and marrying a viscount
never helped the matter. Now a widow, Torrie is
adrift, knowing peace and a family will never be hers.
Luckily, she has one hobby, obsessing on the man
that helped to kill her family nine years ago—Mr.
Robert Lipinstein—who is back on English soil. When
she discovers he is about to board a ship—still not
accountable for his crimes—she follows him to the
docks. A hardened rogue brought up from the worst of
humanity. Roe Lipinstein has one thing on his
mind—to get on his ship and catch the Minerva—the
smuggling ship that holds the crew that killed half his
mates. The ship—and the men aboard—need to sink
to a watery grave and he’s now within striking
distance. He has no time to save a fool woman from a
hoard of sailors at the docks. Of course, what he
should do, and what he actually does, have always
been very different things. A reckoning no one was
prepared for. When Roe yanks Torrie from the
frothing band of ruffians, he’s faced with a reckoning
he wasn’t prepared to have. He served seven years in
Newgate Prison for killing Torrie’s family. A crime he
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didn’t commit. Not that she’ll believe him. Ever. But
the attraction between them cannot be denied. And if
she manages to crack her heart open to this hardened
rouge, a love that will defy all odds could be theirs.
Join the adventure today! You’ll love The Steel Rogue,
the third in the Valor of Vinehill series and a can’tmiss enthralling regency romance by USA Today
bestselling author, K.J. Jackson. Note: The novels in
the Valor of Vinehill series by K.J. Jackson are each
stand-alone stories and can be read individually in
any order. These historical romances are set in the
Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away
from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty
language, and moments that might possibly make
you squirm.

Emerald
London, 1666: Colin Chase, the Earl of Greystone,
finds his carefully planned life turned upside down
when the Great Fire of London lands a lowly jeweler's
daughter in his arms.

Last Night's Scandal
We idealize childhood and demonize adolescence,
often viewing the typical teenager as a bundle of
problems. Yet according to a new book, The Teen
Years Explained: A Guide to Healthy Adolescent
Development, by Clea McNeely, MPH, DrPH and Jayne
Blanchard, adolescence can be a time of opportunity,
not turmoil. By understanding the developmental
stages and changes of adolescence, both teens and
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adults can get the most out of this second decade of
life. In plain English, this guide incorporates the latest
scientific findings about physical, emotional,
cognitive, identity formation, sexual and spiritual
development with tips and strategies on how to use
this information in real-life situations involving teens.
Whether you have five minutes or five hours, you will
find something useful in this book. This practical and
colorful guide to healthy adolescent development is
an essential resource for parents, teens, and all
people who work with young people.

Consecration to Mary
“One of the finest romance authors of all time.”
—New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
“[Loretta Chase has] a rare talent for creating
crackling sexual tension and characters so fresh and
compelling that readers won’t be able to forget
them.” — New York Times bestselling author Susan
Elizabeth Phillips Romance superstar Stephanie
Laurens calls the novels of Loretta Chase, “Wickedly
witty, warm, and engaging.” With Last Night’s
Scandal, RITA Award-winning, New York Times
bestseller Chase reaches glorious new heights. Last
Night’s Scandal is a deliciously passionate,
emotionally rich historical romance about the most
unlikely pair of would-be lovers imaginable, who just
can’t seem to escape each other…no matter how
hard they try.

Singing to the Lyre in Renaissance Italy
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Gabriela Zamorano Villarreal examines the political
dimension of indigenous media production and
distribution as a means by which indigenous
organizations articulate new claims on national
politics in Bolivia, a country experiencing one of the
most notable cases of social mobilization and
indigenous-based constitutional transformation in
contemporary Latin America. Based on fieldwork in
Bolivia from 2005 to 2007, Zamorano Villarreal details
how grassroots indigenous media production has
been instrumental to indigenous political demands for
a Constituent Assembly and for implementing the new
constitution within Evo Morales controversial
administration. On a day-to-day basis, Zamorano
Villarreal witnessed the myriad processes by which
Bolivia's indigenous peoples craft images of political
struggle and enfranchisement to produce films about
their role in Bolivian society. Indigenous Media and
Political Imaginaries in Contemporary Bolivia
contributes a wholly new and original perspective on
indigenous media worlds in Bolivia: the collaborative
and decolonizing authorship of indigenous media
against the neoliberal multicultural state, and its key
role in reimagining national politics. Zamorano
Villarreal unravels the negotiations among indigenous
media makers about how to fairly depict a gender,
territorial, or justice conflict in their films to promote
grassroots understanding of indigenous peoples in
Bolivia's multicultural society. Gabriela Zamorano
Villarreal is a professor-researcher at El Colegio de
MichoacAn, Centro de Estudios AntropolOgicos in
Zamora, MichoacAn, MExico. She is the coeditor of De
frente al perfil: Retratos raciales de Frederick Starr, a
book in Spanish on racial photographic portraiture.
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Amaryllis
War weary knight, Merrick de Beaucourt, wants
nothing more than a simple life, a peaceful wife, and
to oversee his new earldom. What he gets instead are
orders from his king, Camrose Castle on the wild and
rebellious Welsh borders, and a completely
unbiddable wife. For six long years, Lady Clio has
waited for her betrothed . . . waited, and waited. Once
the news arrives that he is returning, Clio returns to
Camrose to again await the man who ignored her, but
now determined to make him pay for the years she
languished in a convent. Clio leads Merrick a merry
chase, and she takes on the role of an independent
alewife, driven to discover the lost recipe for ancient
"heather ale," a magical beer first made by the Picts.
Surrounded by the enchanted mists that circle
Camrose Castle, these head-strong adversaries
embark on a sometimes passionate, sometimes
hilarious battle of wills in this unusual 13th Century
tale of a brave knight who seeks to claim--and
tame--his bride, or so he thinks . . .

Amethyst
Centuries of Jewish Life are revealed in the terse
inscriptions recorded in this book, most engraved by
local non-Jewish masons. The brief data they present
give the story of Jewish settlement in this Caribbean
Island at the gateway to the New World. It is the story
of brave entrepreneurs who sought to build a fresh
life for themselves and their people and to create a
bridge between the Old World and the New. The
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stones are sometimes the only historical source
recording the existence of the individuals and their
achievements. For this reason these inscriptions are
important as a unique historical source for Jewish
History.

Five Wicked Kisses - A Tasty Regency
Tidbit
All the readings and devotions recommended by St.
Loius de Montfort for consecration to the Blessed
Virgin follows his True Devotion method.

Flowers from the Storm
A shy wallflower meets her dream man--or does
she?--in the next book in New York Times bestselling
author Eloisa James' Wildes of Lindow series. Miss
Viola Astley is so painfully shy that she’s horrified by
the mere idea of dancing with a stranger; her
upcoming London debut feels like a nightmare. So
she’s overjoyed to meet handsome, quiet vicar with
no interest in polite society — but just when she
catches his attention, her reputation is compromised
by a duke. Devin Lucas Augustus Elstan, Duke of
Wynter, will stop at nothing to marry Viola, including
marrying a woman whom he believes to be in love
with another man. A vicar, no less. Devin knows he’s
no saint, but he’s used to conquest, and he’s
determined to win Viola’s heart. Viola has already
said Yes to his proposal, but now he wants her unruly
heart…and he won’t accept No for an answer.
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Barolo and Barbaresco
In the last apparition of Our Lady at Fatima, October
13, 1917, Our Lady appeared as the Queen of the
Holy Rosary. In one hand she held the rosary and in
the other the scapular. Once she told St. Dominic that
the rosary and the scapular would one day save the
world. That day is today!

The Jews of Jamaica
He took her from all she had ever known, asked her to
trust him when she most needed someone to trust,
and she followed with her heart, unaware he carried a
dark secret that could tear them apart . . . . When a
stranger, a golden knight who is one of the king's
barons, comes to Glenna Gordon's isolated island
farm, she learns her whole life has been a lie. Lyall
Roberston, Baron Montrose, carries a secret royal
order to take Glenna to the father she has never
known, a man so powerful he has hidden his daughter
away to protect her from his enemies. Raised in
seclusion for her own safety, with no knowledge of
who she really is, Glenna has become strong and selfreliant, someone who is unused to being ordered
about. But Lyall doesn't have time to deal with one
headstrong woman. He has a single, all-consuming
goal: to win back his family lands lost when his father
was declared a traitor. As they ride across the wild
hills and valleys of Norman Scotland, a land filled with
unexpected danger and treachery, they are swept
into a forbidden love, one as dangerous as the
enemies pursuing them. But Lyall is tortured by a
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dark past and a secret that threatens their love, and
soon, Glenna must face the truth: that her heart as
well as her life is at risk.

Falls the Shadow
My Love, My Enemy
Second in the dazzling jewel trilogy!Lauren Royal's
sparkling debut, Amethyst, introduced the Chases,
one of the most engaging families to appear in
romance fiction. Now she presents the passionate
adventure of Jason Chase, the Marquess of Cainewood

The Secret of the Rosary
To pay a debt, Juliana Tate must accept five kisses
from the Earl of Eastbrook but she never suspects
how delicious each kiss will be Sensuality level:
MEDIUM HOT - suggestive situations, kisses. This
romantic Regency-set short story by RITA-nominated
author Anthea Lawson is 12,500 words (38 pages).
Keywords: Regency Historical Romance, Enemies to
Lovers Romance, Debts Paid, Short Romance

My Darling Duke
This book provides an overview of recent trends in the
management of trauma and post-traumatic stress
disorders that may ensue from distressing
experiences associated with the process of migration.
Although the symptoms induced by trauma are
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common to all cultures, their specific meaning and
the strategies used to deal with them may be culturespecific. Consequently, cultural factors can play an
important role in the diagnosis and treatment of
individuals with psychological reactions to extreme
stress. This role is examined in detail, with an
emphasis on the need for therapists to bear in mind
that different cultures often have different concepts of
health and disease and that cross-cultural
communication is therefore essential in ensuring
effective care of the immigrant patient. The
therapist’s own intercultural skills are highlighted as
being an important factor in the success of any
treatment and specific care contexts and the global
perspective are also discussed.

A Tale of Oak and Mistletoe
Nominated for a 2019 Edgar® Award for Best Fact
Crime Named a CrimeReads best Nonfiction Crime
Book of 2018 The electrifying, untold story of the
women born into the most deadly and obscenely
wealthy of the Italian mafias – and how they risked
everything to bring it down. The Calabrian
Mafia—known as the ’Ndrangheta—is one of the
richest and most ruthless crime syndicates in the
world, with branches stretching from America to
Australia. It controls seventy percent of the cocaine
and heroin supply in Europe, manages billion-dollar
extortion rackets, brokers illegal arms
deals—supplying weapons to criminals and
terrorists—and plunders the treasuries of both Italy
and the European Union. The ’Ndrangheta’s power
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derives from a macho mix of violence and
silence—omertà. Yet it endures because of family ties:
you are born into the syndicate, or you marry in.
Loyalty is absolute. Bloodshed is revered. You go to
prison or your grave and kill your own father, brother,
sister, or mother in cold blood before you betray The
Family. Accompanying the ’Ndrangheta’s reverence
for tradition and history is a violent misogyny among
its men. Women are viewed as chattel, bargaining
chips for building and maintaining clan alliances and
beatings—and worse—are routine. In 2009, after one
abused ’Ndrangheta wife was murdered for turning
state’s evidence, prosecutor Alessandra Cerreti
considered a tantalizing possibility: that the
’Ndrangheta’s sexism might be its greatest flaw—and
her most effective weapon. Approaching two more
mafia wives, Alessandra persuaded them to testify in
return for a new future for themselves and their
children. A feminist saga of true crime and justice,
The Good Mothers is the riveting story of a highstakes battle pitting a brilliant, driven woman fighting
to save a nation against ruthless mafiosi fighting for
their existence. Caught in the middle are three
women fighting for their children and their lives. Not
all will survive.

Seduced by a Prince
This book examines the need for a new way of
describing sustainable tourism and also looks at the
frameworks needed to rethink how to apply this to
communities, private operators and protected area
managers. It makes it clear that tourism is just one of
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many human activities that affects host communities.
The work includes informative and provocative case
studies with realistic applications. References
included in the book will help graduate students
formulate new hypotheses and suggest literature for
them. Tools and techniques useful to tourism
practitioners suggest innovative approaches to
marketing, management and community
development.

Lord of Temptation
BOOK TWO in the BRIDES OF SWEET CREEK RANCH
SERIES-A SWEET HISTORICAL WESTERN ROMANCE
The Brides of Sweet Creek Ranch is an uplifting sweet
historical Western romance series set in Wyoming
Territory on a frontier homestead ranch. The books
follow the untamed Haven brothers, the spirited
brides they marry, and their struggles to find love and
joy amid the perils of the West. MAGGIE REED HAVEN,
formerly known as Lady Lily, Female Bounty Hunter,
once loved risk and adventure, but she has
exchanged her reckless ways for a more stable life.
Ready to begin her career as a teacher, she has the
shock of her life when she discovers that the
gunslinger she had foolishly married, and who she
believed had promptly got himself killed in a
shootout, is alive and well. The revelation presents an
enormous, unavoidable problem-Boone Haven is the
father of her three-year-old son. Determined to do
right by her son and Boone she returns to Wyoming,
where the wild allure of the West and the dark danger
of the gunslinger tempt her to give up the new life
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she has created. Maggie finds herself torn between
her tornado-like attraction for this deadly gorgeous
man and her need for a safe, respectable future.
BOONE HAVEN hates his lonely life. But a man who
makes his living as a hired gun, is bound to attract a
passel of trouble. Hounded by the outlaws, he can't
go home. But when Maggie, aka Lady Lily, explodes
back into his life with his son and dog in tow, Boone
has no good choices. If he stops running, he risks
exposing his loved ones to danger. If he continues his
wandering existence, his son might never know his
father. And if he forgives Maggie, he risks falling
under her powerful spell again. Can the gunslinger
escape his past, and learn to trust and love? What
does the future hold for the teacher when she
discoversGUNSLINGERS DON'T DIE?

The Teen Years Explained
Just before his ship sails, Sam Bellamy claims the
virginity of notorious tease Maria Hallett, leaving her
in disgrace, but as he sails, he cannot forget her, and
must soon return to claim her as his own

The Steel Rogue
FIVE STARS! "I loved everything about this story
brilliant writing! I am very happy to give this highly
emotional, sensual, and very touching story my Five
Quills!" -- Melanie Friedman, RCJR eZine In this second
installment of her breathtaking De Montforte Brothers
series, New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Danelle Harmon introduces us to Englishman
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Lord Charles de Montforte, who awakens in the tender
care of an American beauty after being wounded in
battle. Amy Leighton has long wished for someone
special to enter her life and take her away from a
cruel, unloving step-family, but the handsome
stranger is from an enemy land and he's sworn to
love another. A 1775-era Cinderella story sure to
enthrall!

Gunslingers Don't Die
Eclipses have long been seen as important celestial
phenomena, whether as omens affecting the future of
kingdoms, or as useful astronomical events to help in
deriving essential parameters for theories of the
motion of the moon and sun. This is the first book to
collect together all presently known records of timed
eclipse observations and predictions from antiquity to
the time of the invention of the telescope. In addition
to cataloguing and assessing the accuracy of the
various records, which come from regions as diverse
as Ancient Mesopotamia, China, and Europe, the
sources in which they are found are described in
detail. Related questions such as what type of clocks
were used to time the observations, how the eclipse
predictions were made, and how these prediction
schemes were derived from the available
observations are also considered. The results of this
investigation have important consequences for how
we understand the relationship between observation
and theory in early science and the role of astronomy
in early cultures, and will be of interest to historians
of science, astronomers, and ancient and medieval
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historians.

The Good Mothers
Once upon a time there were three brothers. Three
sons three rightful heirs to a powerful duke. But when
the duke died suddenly their uncle laid claim of his
own locking away the young brothers. Their crime:
existence.

Say Yes to the Duke
"I am Winn Neilsson, Chief Protector of the blooded
MacMhaolian. Husband to Maggie and father to our
children. Brother to Benjamin," Winn replied, "And
first born son to Pale Feather of the Paspahegh
people, our Great Chief Dagr."Winn is a seventeenth
century Paspahegh warrior, born with the blood of a
Norse Time Walker in his veins. He has lived his life in
service to his kin, first the Paspahegh and then the
Norse. His wife, Maggie, is both his staunchest ally
and most challenging opponent - a woman from the
twenty-first century who struggles with her new role
in the past. Gifted with the ancient power of a sacred
bloodline, Maggie is the source of a powerful magic
that Winn is sworn to protect.With ties to both the
past and future, Maggie and Winn's lives unfold
amongst the stirrings of a new nation. They risk
everything to keep their loved ones safe as the once
powerful Powhatan Nation crumbles and the English
build a country from the ashes.As history is made
around them, Maggie and Winn fight for their future despite what the history books have already
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written.*The Time Walkers series*(Recommended
reading order)The Legend of the BloodstoneReturn of
the Pale FeatherOf Vice and VirtueA Tale of Oak and
MistletoePraise for the Time Walkers series: The
Legend of the Bloodstone - 2013 Amazon
Breakthrough Novel Award, QuarterfinalistA Tale of
Oak and Mistletoe - 2013 RWA/NYC We Need a Hero
Contest, Finalist"Time travel and romance converge in
this tale of star-crossed love" - Publishers Weekly on
The Legend of the Bloodstone"This was beautiful!
Time Travel at its best!"- Romance Novels in
Color"Absolutely consuming" - Amazon reviewer"I
love this series. I didn't want it to end!" - Amazon
Reviewer"I can easily see where this story could be a
fantastic movie." - Amazon Reviewer"My complaint
with this book is I couldn't stop reading this one and
the next one in the series which resulted in late nights
and tired mornings!!" - Amazon Reviewer"An epic
historical saga in brilliant cinematic technicolor" Amazon reviewer

Pirate in My Arms
This novel of high romance set against the
background of the War of 1812 moves on wings, from
Annapolis to Bermuda to London and back to
Washington, zigzagging across the ocean as the
British and Americans fight out the war against the
impressments of Americans. The heroine is an
irresistible and fiery little 18-year-old American patriot
and the handsome English hero is involved in
espionage for Wellington. Mrs. Speas does the history
part very well right down to the burning of
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Washington Recommended for its high romance and
its history value. - Library Journal Review

A Chase Family Christmas
“Lush, beautifully written, and deeply romantic, My
Darling Duke will sweep you off your feet. My heart
was lost to this couple from the very start.” —Amalie
Howard, author of The Beast of Beswick Miss
Katherine Danvers has always been a wallflower. But
now, with her family on the brink of financial ruin, she
finds herself a desperate wallflower. To save her
family, she’ll do anything. Luckily, she has the perfect
plan She’ll impress the ton by simply announcing she
is engaged to the reclusive and mysterious Duke of
Thornton, Alexander Masters, and secure strong
matches for her sisters. No one has heard from the
duke in years. Surely he’ll never find out before her
sisters’ weddings, and she can go back to her own
quiet life. Soon, though, everything is out of control.
At first, it’s just a few new ball gowns on the duke’s
accounts. Then, it’s interviews with reporters eager
for gossip. Before she knows it, Katherine has
transformed herself into Kitty Danvers, charming and
clever belle of the ton—with everyone eager to meet
her thankfully absent fiancé. But when the enigmatic
Alexander Masters suddenly arrives in the city,
dashing and oh so angry, he demands retribution.
Except not in the way Katherine expected Each book
in the Sinful Wallflowers series is STANDALONE: * My
Darling Duke * Her Wicked Marquess

Bridgerton
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A lady desperate to escape. A hot-tempered earl in
the wrong place and wrong time. An escape that
sends sparks flying and turns into an attraction that
neither can deny. A lady desperate to escape. Miss
Evalyn Swanson is desperate to escape her stepfather
and his nefarious plan to hawk her off to his vicious
business partner. With time running out, she spies
salvation at a house party in Lincolnshire. Salvation in
the form of one hulking, brooding Scotsman that is
conveniently traveling north. North, where she can
disappear for good. A hot-tempered earl in the wrong
place and wrong time. With his sister just married to
his bitter enemy, Lachlan Ruddington, Earl of
Dunhaven is in no mood to entertain the whimsical
notions of a chit straight from the ballroom. Even if
she’s an enchanting sprite, he has no time for
anything other than quick dabbles with the opposite
sex. He has an estate to right. A senile grandfather to
battle. And a few more enemies he needs to mete out
justice to. An escape not quite according to plan. Try
as he might, Lachlan discovers the draw of Evalyn
undeniable—though he’ll refuse it for as long as he
can. Propriety demands it. His heart that he never
thought to lose to an English lass demands it. The
danger that lurks around her demands it. But if they
can survive, they may just discover the truest love
could be the love neither one of them ever
anticipated. Join the adventure today! You’ll love The
Iron Earl, the first in the Valor of Vinehill series and a
can’t-miss enthralling historical regency era romance
by USA Today bestselling author, K.J. Jackson. Note:
The novels in the Valor of Vinehill series by K.J.
Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read
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individually in any order. These historical romances
are set in the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not
shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional
naughty language, and moments that might possibly
make you squirm.

The Power of the Rosary
Christmas is a time of love, harmony, and family. But
the Chases are no ordinary family. And when four
happily-ever-after couples and their growing broods
all squeeze into one house, it will make for one
extraordinary holiday.

Catacombs
A lady set on vengeance. A cold duke with secrets of
his own. Wills clash when she falls into his life and
sparks fly. Can they learn to trust each other before
it’s too late? A lady set on vengeance. Fiery death
took her brother and with him, her chance for a
normal life with a well-suited match. Now Lady Sloane
Ruddington is determined to make the man
responsible for the fire pay for his sins—Reiner Doran,
a cold-hearted duke with nothing more than acquiring
land and filling his coffers in his soul. A cold duke with
secrets of his own. When the Duke of Wolfbridge
stumbles upon a woman unconscious on his lands,
Reiner has little choice but to hold her captive in his
household. He has enemies afoot and she could very
well be another spy sent to destroy him. The last
thing he should do is trust her. But when the beguiling
Scottish beauty awakens with no memory of why she
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is at Wolfbridge, he has to keep her close—for both of
their sakes. Can a fiery lass melt a frigid heart? Reiner
soon discovers her enthusiasm for life is exactly what
is missing in his household—for his niece—and him.
As an undeniable fire between them sparks to life,
there becomes only one thing that can tear them
apart—her memories. Can they learn to trust each
other before it is too late? Join the adventure today!
You’ll love The Wolf Duke, the second in the Valor of
Vinehill series and a can’t-miss enthralling regency
romance by USA Today bestselling author, K.J.
Jackson. Note: The novels in the Valor of Vinehill
series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and
can be read individually in any order. These historical
romances are set in the Regency and Victorian eras,
and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat,
occasional naughty language, and moments that
might possibly make you squirm.

A Treatise on the True Devotion to the
Blessed Virgin
Following on the success of her books on Brunello di
Montalcino, renowned author and wine critic Kerin
O’Keefe takes readers on a historic and in-depth
journey to discover Barolo and Barbaresco, two of
Italy’s most fascinating and storied wines. In this
groundbreaking new book, O’Keefe gives a
comprehensive overview of the stunning side-by-side
growing areas of these two world-class wines that are
separated only by the city of Alba and profiles a
number of the fiercely individualistic winemakers who
create structured yet elegant and complex wines of
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remarkable depth from Italy’s most noble grape,
Nebbiolo. A masterful narrator of the aristocratic
origins of winemaking in this region, O’Keefe gives
readers a clear picture of why Barolo is called both
the King of Wines and the Wine of Kings. Profiles of
key Barolo and Barbaresco villages include fascinating
stories of the families, wine producers, and
idiosyncratic personalities that have shaped the area
and its wines and helped ignite the Quality Wine
Revolution that eventually swept through all of Italy.
The book also considers practical factors impacting
winemaking in this region, including climate change,
destructive use of harsh chemicals in the vineyards
versus the gentler treatments used for centuries, the
various schools of thought regarding vinification and
aging, and expansion and zoning of vineyard areas.
Readers will also appreciate a helpful vintage guide to
Barolo and Barbaresco and a glossary of useful Italian
wine terms.

Trauma and Migration
The first comprehensive study of the dominant form
of solo singing in Renaissance Italy prior to the midsixteenth century.

Reframing Sustainable Tourism
"Tanya Anne Crosby writes remarkable love stories."
--New York Times bestselling author, Lisa Kleypas
Merrick Welbourne never anticipated discovering a
long-lost twin--particularly one who'd rob him and
leave him for dead on the road. Now living his
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brother's aristocratic life, he has new trials,
tribulations and temptations, not the least being
Chloe Simon, a woman of rare mettle, proud heart,
and unprecedented beauty. But she's no easy mark
for a perceived highwayman. Chloe Simon knew Lord
Lindale was definitely not himself. After encountering
the masked highwayman Hawk left for dead, he
seemed somehow different. Maybe more
approachable? Infinitely more desirable. Entirely too
irresistible. In a stolen moment of startling intimacy,
he makes her feel like titled nobility. But she was only
ever a doctor's daughter, with every reason to steer
clear of his very kissable lips. Read The Impostors
Series In Order: Book 1: Seduced by a Prince Book 2:
A Crown for a Lady

Indigenous Media and Political
Imaginaries in Contemporary Bolivia
BIOGRAPHERS have already told us much about St.
Louis De Montfort and the Rosary; now, with this first
English edition of THE SECRET OF THE ROSARY, we
can listen to Montfort speaking for himself. Drawing
upon his own experience as well as upon the
experience of others, he endeavors to bring home to
the reader, “in a simple and straightforward manner,”
as he himself tells us, the authentic message of the
Rosary; namely, that it is a veritable school of
Christian life. He sees it as including essentially the
meditation of the mysteries of the life, death and
glory of Jesus and Mary, with a view not only to
honoring but especially imitating their virtues as held
up to our consideration in each mystery.
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The Prince and the Page
Once Miss Amaryllis Duvane had been the reigning
beauty of the London season, about to marry the man
of her dreams and live and love happily ever after.
Then her father died. Suddenly Amaryllis was
penniless and alone, forced to survive on the charity
of relatives who made her little more than a servant
to their husband-hunting daughters. Now the lord that
Amaryllis had once loved - the magnificently
handsome Marquess of Merechester - had come to
court one of these daughters. And the only thing
Amaryllis feared more than his discovering the sad
state to which she had descended, was her finding
out that she still wanted him so much . . .

Observations and Predictions of Eclipse
Times by Early Astronomers
She thought he was too big for his boots! Sister
Charity Dawson loved her job, but there was one
problem. Like the other members of St. Simon's
nursing staff, she had to put up with the arrogant Dr.
Everard van Tijlen. When Charity discovered that the
distinguished doctor's exorbitant fees funded a
playboy lifestyle, she hit the roof. Everard might have
an engagingly boyish smile, but he needed to be
taken down a peg or two. And Charity knew just how
to do it!

Amber
Simon de Montfort was a man ahead of his time in the
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thirteenth century, a disinherited Frenchman who
talked his way into an English earldom and marriage
with a sister of the English king, Henry III. A
charismatic, obstinate leader, Simon soon lost
patience with the king's incompetence and inability to
keep his word, and found himself the champion of the
common people. This is his story, and the story of
Henry III, as weak and changeable as Simon was
brash and unbending. It is a tale of opposing wills that
would eventually clash in a storm of violence and
betrayal—an irresistible saga that brings the pages of
history completely, provocatively, and magnificently
alive.
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